Breaking the Rules (Troubleshooters)

When Eden Gillman needed someone
most, Navy SEAL Izzy Zanella was always
there for heroffering a place to stay and a
shoulder to cry on. And when she got
pregnant with another mans child, he
offered his hand in marriage. Their life
together seemed meant to be, until Edens
miscarriage left them devastated and
estranged. Yet in order to save Edens
teenage brother, Ben, from his abusive
stepfather, Eden once again reaches out to
Izzy for help. He doesnt hesitate to reach
back, and theres no denying the passion
that still crackles between them. Together
they wage a courtroom battle and win
custody. But when Ben attracts some
dangerous enemies, Izzy and Eden must
pull together like never before and strike
back, swift and hard, to protect their
ownand everything they hold most
precious.
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